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Review of Value-Based Payment

2014 to Present



2014:  Problems and Opportunities

• Higher Acuity Pts in Niche 
Provider agencies

• Lack of Communication and 
Coordination

• Limited impact of Unit-Rate 
Payment on quality, capacity

• Lack of access to prescribers
• Long waiting periods for intake

• Health Care influences: ACA 
encouraged quality, holistic care

• Changes in the field: Quality 
Billing and Payment

• Board support for Prescriber 
initiative that could go several 
directions; options

• Medicare and CCBCH had ideas 
for focus on outcomes, incentives



2015

Future Planning



Medicaid Billers
Levy support:
• Contributes significantly to 

service availability.
• Increases access to specialty 

services.
• Day treatment, children’s services, 

etc.

• Serves as critical support for 
uninsured clients.

• Assists in the attraction of 
additional funding.



Special Population Providers
Levy support:
• Most reliable form of support.
• Increases service line flexibility.

– Many clients wouldn’t seek care if 
provider billed.

• Assists in the attraction of additional 
funding.



Approaches to payment



2016





Community Impact Goals
1. Participants 
receiving mental
health services in 
the MHF Network 
will have timely 
access to care.

Resulting in:
• Improved engagement of new 

participants in service
• Reduction in institutional stays
• Minimal disruption of care when going 

between providers
• Reduction in overall no-show rates
• Non-Medicaid eligible persons getting 

access to care



Community Impact Goals

2. Providers in the 
MHF Network will 
deliver high-quality 
services that are 
responsive to  
participant needs

• Resulting in:
• Improved access to care for participants who 

are non-English speaking
• Services being available in the participants’ 

preferred language
• Increased use of Peer Support services
• Participants individual choice being recognized 

in their care plan, including culture
• Increased number of persons being enrolled in 

public benefits, beyond mental health
• use appropriate assessments to plan and 

monitor care.



Case Management Tiers

•Care Coordination
• Criteria Established
• Implemented: 6 agencies

• Case Management
• Implemented: 7+ 

agencies
• Case Support: 5 dropped



2014-18 
Prescriber Initiative

Agencies referring to Prescribers

• Collect and review basic 
information

• Communicate proactively on  
referrals, track and reduce no-
shows

• Monitor medications to reduce 
loss and prevent crisis lapses

• Share treatment plans and 
provide updates 

Agencies with Prescribers

• Collect, review basic information
• Quality Assurance, Oversight
• Physician extenders
• Share updates internally and 

externally on complex pts
• Prioritize high turnover 

populations
• Incentive for Assessment and 

prescribing in 1-5 days



..moving from 30,000 feet to ground level – where our services 
impact real people and real communities
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The work ahead:  From theory to practice

National trends: 

Major demographic changes 
Budgetary implications for the Levy
Use and impact of taxpayer funds -- focus on accountability

The role of information 
collecting it  - knowing what to collect and how
using it - assuring we are paying for ‘value’



Tomás and Johanna will spend the rest of the morning exploring: 

• What demonstrating ‘value’ means ---

for vulnerable populations
for providers struggling with complex operations while 

meeting external demands, including multiple reporting formats
for the Levy staff and Board

• How we align our payment with ‘value’



IHG Here

• IHG



Lunch



Financial 
Trends*
* But 2020 May be different



Financial Trends



2019: Reassessment
2020: Traditional budget and How 
much revenue to operate normally

$11.6m projected        $8m using CDs

• 40K Protests: delay revenue
• January payment: Safety Net, 

Children and Families only
• New: pay only after billing
• Track revenue in January, 

February; consider April funding 
adjustments if needed



Mental 
Health
Innovations

• National 
• Local















Challenges

MHF 
Network

Provider 
Capacity to 

Grow

Location in 
Areas of 

Need

Competition: 
with CCBHC

Medicaid

FQHCs 
disorganized; 

Low MH 
priority

Other 
Funders: 

Limited Year 
Programs

Grass Roots 
Organizations 

Limited 
Capacity

Staff Turnover 
/Salary 

Competition



Opportunities

MHF 
Network

Innovations, Multi-
funder

Inpatient, Intermediate, 
& Community Res Care

Incentives for 
Access

Incentives for 
Cultural 

Competence New agencies 
and Pilots

CMHC School Based 
Care, bill Medicaid, pay 

Non-Medicaid

Holistic: operate clinics,   
comprehensive services, 

purchase services



Funding New Agencies

Pre-Application

• Legal Screening

• Outcomes, 
Capacity for 
Quality 
Assurance, 
Records

• Development of 
Project with new 
Provider

Application

• Provider submits  
application for 
approval or 
disapproval

• NEW: include 
implementation plan 
like Innovation

Payment by Units

• If Pilot Project is 
approved

• Payments are made 
via billing for units.

• NEW: Initial, payment 
from invoicing that is 
audited Quarterly

Phase in Payment by 
Units

• NEW: Smaller start up 
money IF need is 
demonstrated. 

• NEW: Funds disbursed 
quarterly amount as 
billed

• New: provider has  2 
years to create a billing 
process with TA 

• Payment for units to start 
in year 3.

Current Process New Process



Business Session

• Case Management Tiers
• Community & Provider 

Education Requests
• Funder Collaborative: 

Care Coordinator Training



2019 Retreat

Thank You!
Board of Trustees
Community Mental 
Health Fund



Connecting value to reimbursement:
The Levy’s ‘Value-based Payment’ Initiative

Johanna Ferman, M.D.
Tomás Moran
Integrus Health Group

The Levy Board Retreat
Saturday, 
August 17, 2019



Values before payment

Oversight role of the Board

• Prioritizing spending – broad direction reflects ‘values’

• Guardianship of public trust
• Accountability and quality assurance – reflects understanding of ‘value’
• Special opportunities and risks in use of measurement in behavioral health field



How do we best align our values to our spending?

Using information to demonstrate VALUE

• Getting the right elements
• Continuous process
• Transparency



Quality
Value   =

Cost

Timeless (access)

Patient-centered (assessment, planning, cultural 
sensitivity

Effectiveness (best practice)

Direct

Indirect

Staff turnover (impact on cost)

Efficiency



Timeliness (access) (Quality)
COMPLEXITY OF CONTRIBUTING FACTORS

• Capacity – demand  
• Administrative and management issues (hours operation, support)
• Language/cultural/other social determinants



Patient-centered (Quality)

• Cultural sensitivity 
(delivered in manner that makes the patient  comfortable)

• Trauma-informed 
• Assessment process 

(comprehensive whole person, strength based, use of ‘best’ tools)

• Planning in partnership
(for treatment, discharge and aftercare/step-down or step-in)

• Incorporation of family and support systems



Effective (Quality)

• Care is delivered 
-- using best practice for each population
-- the people we serve are experiencing measurable 

improvement 

• What we measure and how
-- tools, costs, workflow and training
-- facilitating adaptation (a QI approach)



Cost:

• Direct

• Indirect

• Staff turnover (impact on cost)

• Efficiency (workflow)



Tomás' presentation



Next 4-5 months (August 2019- February 2020)

• Achieving broader penetration of VBP into Levy’s funding
• Develop culture and skill sets

• Board
• Staff
• Grantees

• Selection of KPIs
• Contracts and budget
• End year evaluation



MEASURING
VALUE

Tomas Moran
Integrus Health Group

Jackson County Mental Health Levy
Board Retreat
August 17, 2019



Our sense of “value”
■ Depends on many factors
■ Each person may include different factors in their 

consideration of value

■ As a Board, you are asked to look at the way that 
the Jackson County Tax Levy for Mental Health is 
spent, and to help staff continuously direct 
resources to produce greater “value” for the public



Today we will start the work to create the 
tools that will assist you in assessing the 
value of the services rendered using Levy 
funds.

The tools will reflect the values of your organization, as 
interpreted by you with the assistance of your Staff.



But first, let us introduce some new words 
that will then help us look at how other 
fields have done the task of assessing 
value

The sports industry has a long history of using indicators to 
assess value.  We will look at a few examples.



“Value” is a complex concept

You saw earlier examples of the multiple factors that are taken 
into consideration, even when making simple decisions



“Value” is a complex concept

Some factors can be quite easy to ‘measure’, such as cost.
 Items that are easily given a number are often called “hard 
metrics”

Some factors relate to opinions or feelings, such as those 
measured in customer satisfaction surveys

 These items are “qualitative information” and sometimes 
called “soft metrics”



“Value” is a complex concept

We will measure value using a combination of “hard metrics” 
and “qualitative information”

When we combine these factors, we make a “fuzzy metric”



Fuzzy
metric

Fuzzy
metric

Fuzzy
metric

Fuzzy
metric

Complex Concept

“Hard metric”

“Hard metric”

“Hard metric”

“Hard metric”

“Hard metric”

“Hard metric”“Qualitative
 information” “Hard metric”

“Qualitative
 information”

“Qualitative
 information”

“Qualitative
 information”



Sports example
■ Kansas City Chiefs prospects for 2019  (some 

additional slides to be included in live 
presentation



Sports example -KC Chiefs

■ Several “fuzzy metrics” could be constructed to assess the strength 
of this year’s Kansas City Chiefs

■ Hard metrics:
■ Won/loss previous year ; record at home and away
■ Total yards
■ Yards passing
■ Interceptions
■ Defensive team sacks

■ Qualitative Information
■ Opinion of fans
■ Opinion of sportscasters
■ Injury reports

■ Maybe a fuzzy metric each for:
■ Offense
■ Defense
■ Field Goal Unit
■ Punt/Kickoff Unit
■ Coaching Staff



Offensive Unit

Strength of KC Chiefs

“Hard metric”

“Hard metric”

“Hard metric”

“Hard metric”

“Hard metric”

“Hard metric”“Qualitative
 information” “Hard metric”

“Qualitative
 information”

“Qualitative
 information”

“Qualitative
 information”

Defensive Unit

Field Goal 
Unit

Coaching 
Staff

Kickoff and 
Punt Return 
Unit

“Hard metric”



http://www.nfl.com/stats/team



http://www.nfl.com/stats/team



Jackson County Mental Health Levy

■ Sample “dimensions” of value:
■ Timely service
■ Efficient care with affordable cost
■ Grantees can add capacity as needed
■ Culturally sensitive and trauma-

informed care
■ Grantee staff is stable with low turnover



Timely service

VALUE to Mental Health Levy Clients

“Hard metric”

“Hard metric”

“Hard metric”

“Hard metric”

“Hard metric”

“Hard metric”“Qualitative
 information” “Hard metric”

“Qualitative
 information”

“Qualitative
 information”

“Qualitative
 information”

Efficient care 
with affordable 
cost

Grantees can 
add capacity 
as needed

Grantee staff 
is stable with 
low turnover

Culturally 
sensitive and 
trauma-
informed 
care

“Qualitative
 information”



Culturally sensitive 
and trauma-
informed care

Value Equation

Value =
Cost

Quality

Grantees 
can add 
capacity as 
needed

Timely service

Grantee staff is 
stable with low 
turnover

Efficient care 
with affordable 

cost

Payment incentives (pay for value) can be attached to one or 
more of the metrics available, be they simple metrics or 
complex, “fuzzy metrics”
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Preliminary findings for Levy Grantees

■ Observations made over the summer by working individually 
with each grantee

■ Individual assessments were made to arrive at a potential 
list of KPIs

■ Prepared interim reports currently being reviewed by the 
grantees and by Staff

■ Report describes the areas of programmatic focus  that 
merit most attention for value-based reimbursement

■ These will serve to guide each grantee in the selection and 
reporting of KPIs.

■ On track to have measures and process in place by November



More specific comments about grantees

■ Additional slides will be presented live
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